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Changes in floral nectar are unlikely adaptive responses to
pollinator flight sound
Abstract
Under noiseless experimental conditions, sugar concentration of secreted floral nectar may
increase after flower exposure to nearby sounds of pollinator flight (Veits et al. 2019). However,
we reject the argument that this represents adaptive plant behaviour, and consider that the appealing
analogy between a flower and human ear is unjustified.
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Veits et al. (2019) obtained a novel result that, under noiseless
experimental conditions and following nectar removal from
flowers, sugar concentration of nectar secreted by flowers of
Oenothera drummondii increased through petal vibration arising from sounds of nearby pollinator flight (i.e. about 19%
vs. 16% wt/wt). Nectar volume was not significantly affected
by such sounds.
In retrospect, such effects of sound-induced petal vibration
on nectar production are unsurprising, but without expectations regarding direction and magnitude of such effects. Nectar production is a physico-chemical process and plant
vibration affects such processes (De Luca & Vallejo-Marin
2013; Appel & Cocroft 2014; Body et al. 2019). However,
lacking relevant information, changes, in any direction, to volume production, sugar concentration and sugar composition
seem equally likely. That sugar concentration increase is
expected (Veits et al. 2019), is without basis.
Whether the experimental results are relevant to natural situations is unclear because:

• The experiments involved flower exposure to maximum
natural sound amplitudes (Kirchner & Roschard 1999; Lapshin & Vorontsov 2007), while neglecting negative effects of
background noise (Bolin & Abom 2010);
• Pollinators may approach flowers without visiting them
and removing nectar;
• Any effects of petal vibration on nectar production could
vary with the level of nectar in a flower, just as may occur in
the absence of sound induced vibration (Luo et al. 2014).
However, to consider the presented arguments, we ignore
these issues.
We also had to assume that:
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• Observed relatively high sugar concentration of secreted
nectar, following flower visitation with associated pollinator
flight noise, will continue indefinitely, but with no decline and
no further enhancement through successive visits to a flower;
• All plants, in experiments and nature, have a single
flower; and nectar production occurs continuously between
dusk and dawn, with little nectar available during daytime.
For example, flowers will normally receive multiple pollinator visits with varying temporal gaps between visits, but
experimental results provide no relevant information (Veits
et al. 2019). In the experiments, there was a single flower
per plant (Veits et al. 2019), but natural plants usually have
several flowers (Eisikowitch & Lazar 1987; Veits et al.
2019). Since flowers open shortly before sunset, and are visited by hawk moths at night and by honeybees around
dusk and dawn (Eisikowitch & Lazar 1987; Veits et al.
2019), nectar production probably occurs continuously
between dusk and dawn, with little nectar available during
the day.
In order to apply the experimental results to the relatively
natural situation, observed by the authors at Tel Aviv beach,
we also assumed that:

• Both hawk moths and honeybees obtain nectar from
flowers of Oenothera drummondii and are equally effective pollinators;
• These plants and pollinators have co-evolved.
However, hawk moths are likely the major pollinators, as
only they can reach nectar at the ends of spurs about 34 mm
in length, while honeybees forage for pollen and are at most
minor pollinators (Gregory 1964). Here, Oenothera drummondii is an introduced species.
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We also assume the overall visitation rate per flower is high
and average nectar standing crop per flower is correspondingly low. Judging from the high average rates of approaches
(Veits et al. 2019) (assumed visits with nectar removal) to
individual flowers following previous pollinator visits to those
flowers, and moderate rates of visitation following gaps
between visits, overall average rate of visitation per flower
must be high.
We deduce that:

• All plants should quickly become statistically similar with
no patchiness in nectar standing crop, and hence no reason
for a pollinator to behave differently at a flower/plant that
has higher nectar concentration through exposure to pollinator flight noise (e.g. Hodges & Wolf 1981);
• Such enhanced nectar concentration should negligibly
affect the time a pollinator requires to visit and remove nectar
from a flower (Kim et al. 2011);
• Since average time spent removing nectar from a flower
would be a minor component of total time involved, pollinator time spent accessing and removing nectar from flowers
should be independent of nectar sugar concentration, and
depend only on volume which is unaffected by exposure to
pollinator flight noise.
The reported enhancement of nectar concentration through
exposure to pollinator flight noise should therefore have no
effect on pollinator behaviour, and consequently there is no
basis to claim (Veits et al. 2019) that this consequence of pollinator flight noise represents a plant adaptation to exploit
pollinator behaviour. If there is no effect on pollinator behaviour, then there can be no effect on subsequent pollen transfer and ultimately plant reproductive fitness (Pyke 2016a,b). If
a plant trait does not affect plant fitness, then it cannot be
considered a plant adaptation (Pyke 2016a,b).
Consequently, as appealing as it is, the analogy between a
flower and the human ear is unjustified. Not surprisingly,
however, this analogy has been enthusiastically adopted by
segments of the media and venues outside scientific publications (e.g. Donahue 2019).
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